Definition

any knowledge, opinion, or belief about the
environment, about oneself, or about one’s behavior

*{Festinger, 1957 #165}

the simple aggregation of individual cognitions
organizational cognitions

or do they transcend individual level cognitions?
how do cognitions produce organizational behavior?
+{Weber, 1973 #4501}

Bureaucracy as a thinking organization

behavior that transcend its technical objectives
{Merton, 1936 #3198}

latent function of an organization is different from its manifest function
Historical

Emergence of an efficiency driven extension of domain of
action (not yet goal drift nor goal displacement)

{Chandler, 1977 #2458}

{Selznick, 1949 #3547}

goal drift as the result of institutionalization

+{Selznick, 1957 #471}

a leader's job is to infuse an organization with meaning beyond its manifest functions.
???

+{Thompson, 1967 #519}

{Simon, 1947 [1997] #479}

*{March, 1958 [1993] #337}

Comes
from
open
system,
information
processing
view of
the
firm

*{Cyert, 1963 [1992] #126}

bounded rationality

detailed below
org solve bounded rationality pb

but goal conflict pb

how an organization obtains information about its environment and its prior experience,
how it uses this information to make decisions and take action.
Two streams :
information
processing versus
meaning creation
{Lant, 1992 #4226}

process and code
information in a
computational manner.

searching and processing relevant information
such search is costly and decision makers are boundedly rational.

organizations are social
entities that enact their
world.

Streams parallel the
micro/individual
streams symbolic versus
connectionist {Fiol,
2002 #4534}

systems of meaning creation.
interpretive approach to study the role of cognition in organizations.

Symbolic: individuals interpret stimuli by using pre-existing mental knowledge structures
connectionist : interactions among actors are the key process by which interpretations are
made and meaning is created.

Cognitive dissonance *{Festinger, 1957 #165}
Key concepts from cognitive science

Attribution theory +{Kelley, 1973 #4476}
Prospect theory, heuristics, biases *+{Kahneman, 1982 #279}

Systematic departure from rational model due to cognitive biases *+{Kahneman, 1982 #279}
Key function of the firm is to allocate attention
Attention

Allocation important due to situated cognition *{Occasio, 1997 #386}

Maximum information
Purpose of categorization *{Rosch, 2002 #5113}

Indiv Cognition

Perception of world by structuring
Vertical & horizontal

Durable inequality can sustain when categorical distinction than a gradient*{Tilly, 1998 #5110}
Categorization
Problems with existing social categories creates new categories *{Boltanski, 1987 #5111}

Category definition can be biased and arbitrarily directed to a desired outcome - Higher the
CEOs salary, more expansive is the board’s definition of peer group *{Porac, 1999 #5115}

Memory

Detailed review of cognitive research on organizations including applications of memory
research *{Walsh, 1995 #546}
Transactive memory{Wegner, 1986 #4282}
Even contingency theories assume
rationality, objectivity, control

Top down, serial information processing fit traditional
org. theories: independence, hierarchie, control
Open rational view
Carnegie School
limited information processing abilities, assuming
bounded rationality

*{March, 1958 [1993] #337}

Contrary to neoclassical economists, assumption
of bounded rationality imply variance of behavior
between organizations

important to study what organizations pay attention
to and how they interpret the information that they
gather

&Goals
Org Goals,
expectations
and choices

Dimensions organization coalition (what is viewed as
important): org. division of labour in dec. making,
definition of problems
Aspiration level: past goals, past perf., and past perf of
comparable organizations
see more in Krollag encyclo

Org.
choices

History

Affected by past experience and slack

Uncertainty
avoidance

Seminal
Works
Relational
models

Affected by slack, past successes, nature of problem,
location of search in the org.

SOP, identify alternative acceptable relative to choice

Quasi
resolution of
conflict

*{Cyert,
1963
[1992]
#126}

Based on inferences (extrapolations, etc.)

Org.
expectations

problemistic
search

Goals as independent variables (sales, profit, etc.)
Local rationality
Acceptable level decision rules
Feedback-react decision procedure: avoid long term decision
Negotiated environment: avoid uncertainties in others
(internally and externally)
Search is motivated: problem oriented
simple-minded search: simple concept of causality
Bias in search
Adaptation of goals

organizational
learning

Adaptation
in attention
rules

learn to attend to some criteria to reach goals
learn to compare to specific entities

Adaptation in search rules
see full model (1992 p175)
inspired by {Lindblom, 1979 #325}
Garbage Can

*+{Cohen, 1972 #114}
temporal ordering

Initial
research
about
information
processing

• focuses on information scanning and search activities
• little attention to the cognitive processes that underlie information processing.
{Aguilar, 1967 #4275}
{Galbraith, 1973 #3913}

Concepts
(mid 1970’s )addressing
the phenomenon of
subjective perception.

information available can be perceived and
interpreted differently by different individuals and
groups

(Duncan, 1972; Starbuck, 1976)

(Child 1972): manager make strategic choices, which position their firm

the critical
role of
managers in
firms

{Kiesler, 1982 #4705}: why managers see things differently
+{Mintzberg, 1971 #3223}

various roles of managers

Top managers are regarded as the most important interpreters in organizations
By making this assumption, researchers implicitly assume that the cognitive action takes
place in the heads of individuals.
Dominant coalition?

*{Cyert, 1963 [1992] #126}

*{Dutton, 1987 #147}
Information
processing
perspective

focus on top
managers is
the hallmark
of the
information
processing
perspective.

{Dutton, 1997 #2598}
most of the studies focus
on the perceptions and
interpretations of the
external environment held
by top managers.

{Starbuck, 1988 #4303}
{Schwenk, 1984 #4299}; {Schwenk, 1989 #468}
*{Thomas, 1990 #518}

*{Dutton, 1987 #147}

Ambiguity on
managerial
interpretation

Is it because of
past experience?

Trying to extend Deadborn (1958) conclusions that past
functional experience would frame current belief
Explored by Walsh (88): "the dominant dimensios of managers'
belief structures did not constrain their information processing"

social psychology and cognitive psychologystudies use individual level models of symbolic processing, in which individuals interpret
stimuli by using pre-existing mental knowledge structures,
knowledge structure “represents organized knowledge about a given concept or type of
stimulus” (Fiske & Taylor, 1984).

apply categorization theory to managerial interpretations of strategic issues.
model that describes how the meanings attached to strategic issues by
decision makers are translated into organizational responses.

*{Dutton,
1987 #147}

application of
individual
information
characteristics
to
organizational
interpretation
processes

meanings attached to strategic
issues are imposed by categories
that decision makers employ to
describe an issue.

Categories are engaged by using linguistic
labels, such as “threat” and “opportunity,”
which are applied to strategic issues.

(e.g., D Milliken, 1990; Thomas & McDaniel, 1990; Walsh, 1988)
{Jackson, 1988 #2910}
contextual factors play a
critical role in determining
how managers process and
interpret information

Lit Rev

*{Thomas, 1990 #518}

structure: top management teams structure to process large
amount of information more likely to label strategic issues
as opportunities

{Milliken, 1990 #4699}

suggest a high degree of complexity in interpretations, ,
managerial interpretations are impacted by both
environmental and organizational factors

based on Simon, but also on {Lindblom, 1979 #325}
describes three conceptual models-the rational policy, organizational process, and
bureaucratic politics models
shows the analysis that each provides of the missile crisis.
governments relatively unitary, cohesive decision-making bodies

most dominant, the rational
policy (rational action)
model,

weigh the costs and benefits of various options
make value-maximizing, rational choices about strategic action.

various sub-units and their disparate interests
goals and procedures within the federal government
{Allison, 1969 #4295}

Integrating
models of
Rationality

organizational process
(bounded rationality)

far more explanatory power than the rational action model
Decision rule ' satisficing
Combination of satisfactory and sufficient
People choose the first solution that is both
Shortcuts ' standard operating procedures / heuristics
outcome of bargaining by many actors with diverse goals and unequal power

The bureaucratic politics (bargaining) model

actor-centered model
individual power and skill make a difference to the outcome

Allison suggest analysts to be conscious of the lenses through which they view and interpret
events, as well as the assumptions inherent in conceptual frameworks.
see also rationality in misc
sources: see Batilana memo
Little ressemblance to actual thought, should we even bother measuring it?

Critiques

{Fiol, 2002 #4534}

(kuklinkski 1991)

schema are gross and static, no info on the inside, its emergence

Ignore role of emotions, even though org. setting are strongly affect arousing

{Fiol, 2002 #4534}

*{Walsh, 1995 #546}

Neglect social context

+{Pfeffer, 1974 #3366} on the determination of university budget

Power Model

Introduced by {Weick, 1979 #553}
"Managers as actors that proactively make sense of and invent their own decision
possibilities" {Fiol, 2002 #4534}

(Czarniawska 1997)
(Eden and Spender 1998)
(Meindl et al. 1996)

(Lord and Malher, 1991)

Symbolic architecture can not explain social behavior
common points :

open systems view.
posit that interpretations of similar stimuli by different individuals and groups vary.

In a micro sense: "knowledge content exist only in the presence of an activating source" {Fiol, 2002 #4534}
"individuals engaged in ongoing processes through which they attempt to make their
situations rationally accountable to themselves and others…the processes through which
individuals create and use symbols, how reality is created and sustained."
+{Weick, 1993 #5028}
definition

*+{Weick, 1995 #558}
{Weick, 1979 #553}
*{Daft, 1984 #129}
many action may precede cognitions
micro processes of (post) justification as
explanations of actions
Behavioral commitment is a
stimulus to build a coherent
worldview. Justifications can be
easily transformed into goals as
goals are so general.

model

+{Staw, 1981 #495}; *{Staw, 1987 #496}
see
+{Weick,
1993
#5028}

reformulates the body of work on behavioral
commitment to be a prototype of
sensemaking in organizations
choice

combined with three conditions necessary for behavioral commitment

visibility
irrevocability

Equivocality
Most crucial theory in
cognitive view on
organizations

&Sensemaking

linked to perception & attribution as the underlying cognitive processes

Consists of the concepts and the relations a participant uses to
understand situations

Cognitive
maps {Weick,
1986 #5731}

Meaning
creation
perspective

multiple conflicting interpretations give rise to the need for sensemaking.

These maps come from outcomes, small experiments and
consequences in the minds of people
Only 1 ASQ paper (Rodan & Charlie were working on it for some time on it!)

*+{Weick, 1993 #556}

Examples

Concepts

collapse of sensemaking at Mangulch
lack of bricolage

Not same as just recognition of symbolic role of management but implicit denial of
substantive reality {Pfeffer, 1997 #409} p 78

Critique
mortensen

Weick might be construing sensemaking too narrowly, in that he describes it
as a purely conscious, controlled process - one in which automatic,
unconscious cognitive processes seems to be relegated to the margins.
Things only make sense when they can somehow be fit into prior structures
of understanding, or schemas. While this seems reasonable for the novel or
unexpected, what about situations in organizational life that are routine
and do not demand our full attention, but about which we make sense,
nonetheless?
Weick implicitly dismisses all forward-looking, prospective sensemaking as a
kind of layperson's myth. Weick argues sense is made of future events by
imagining that they have already occurred and then infusing this "elapsed"
experience with meaning.
Weick treats affect in sensemaking in essentially a passing acknowledgment
sort of way, without really discussing how affect affects the sensemaking
process. (good review in Aca. of Mgt Rev. 21:1226)

Stories and Scripts

Scripts as cognitive schemas – episodic, categorical & generalized {Gioia, 1985 #2725}
+{Martin, 1983 #5629}

+{Martin, 1982 #5663}

Semiotics offers an approach for researching and analyzing systems of meaning

Method: Semiotics
{Barley, 1983 #5070}

Shows that semiotically identical codes structure a funeral director's understanding of his various tasks.

symbolism becomes as important as substance.

Symbolic
??here??

managers influence interpretations
through their symbolic acts.
{Bartunek,
1984
#4700}

Are shared
meaning or
shared beliefs a
necessary
condition for
organized action

{Weick, 1979 #553}

managers have powerful impact in shaping the
interpretations of others through symbolic language and
action.

study of ideological and structural change in a religious order
symbolic reframing by organizational leaders can lead to fundamental, substantive
organizational change.

Studies concur that collective action does not require shared cognitions and belief structures.
Organized action or strategic change can be driven by shared understanding of rules of
interaction and the symbolic meaning of the action.
{Fiol, 1994 #4701}
{Weick, 1993 #557}
{Gioia, 1996 #2726}
{Lant, 2002 #4544}

organizations are both systems that process information and systems that create meaning

major
differences

different explanations of the
diversity of interpretations of
similar stimuli across
organizations.

all
organizations
fundamentally
face different
environments.

environments
are
enacted

see comprehensive discussion on
mixing both in {Fiol, 2002 #4534},
p125

enactment suggests phenomenon
being interpreted by the
perceiver is also created by the
perceiver.
concept of enactment related
to a stream of work that
assumes that reality is not so
much perceived as constructed

… not interpreted.

*{Berger, 1966 #54}

interpretation suggests
phenomenon exists that is being
perceived. also, connotes that the
phenomena exist in an objective
sense.

meaning creation perspective does not focus on top managers as the most important
interpreters in the organization.

Mixing
processing
and
meaning
creation?
(C)opyright Fabrice Cavarretta, 2003-2005
All maps from http://ot.cavarretta.com

enactment
perspective
critical role in
development of
inter-organizational
research on
cognition and
interpretations.

{Porac, 2002 #4554}

used the enactment perspective to study industry belief systems.

*{Porac, 1995 #414}
{Reger, 1993 #3428}

industries are enacted fields that are knitted together by collective beliefs
about desirable product attributes, market structures, appropriate ways of doing business,
and the relative quality of member firms
regards organizations as both systems of information processing and systems of meaning creation.
model based on 4
basic assumptions
mixing those of
information

organizations are regarded as complex, open systems that process information
from the environment.
organizations have cognitive systems and memories that transcend those
f th i di id l th t
l t
i ti

CogOrg
*{Daft,
1984
#129}

organization
as
interpretation
systems

information
processing and the
meaning creation
perspectives

of the individuals that populate organizations.
top-level managers are the key mechanisms of organizational interpretations.
organizations vary in the way they come to know and interpret their environment.
the environment (analysable vs. non-analysable)

2 dimensions of analysis

organisational intrusiveness in collecting data (active vs. passive).
enacting,

2 x 2, four resulting modes of organisational interpretation
(Some characteristics of strategy, scanning structure and
interpretation processes are discussed for each mode)

discovering,
undirected meaning,
directed meaning.

{Lant, 2002 #4544}
{Dill, 1958 #4571}

orgs response contingent on managers interpretation of environment

shared representations, interpretations, and system of meanings among parties

*{Daft, 1984 #129}

mental models shape scanning activities
Main works

{Starbuck, 1988 #4303}

what is noticed (and not) about the environment

cognitions shape interpretation of opportunity/threat

*{Dutton, 1987 #147}

*{Porac, 1989 #413}

cognitions determine cost/benefits analysis of various strategies

supra- individual cognitions?

*{Cicourel, 1990 #5184}

Much of org. cog. did not even address that pb!

{Lant, 2002 #4544}
(glynn 1993)

Not the aggregation of individual cognitions

How to combine individual into a organizational cognition?
Positioning

How to account for the role of social processes in the acquisition, retention, and retrieval of information?

*{Walsh, 1995 #546}

*{Walsh, 1995 #546}
{Maier, 1967 #4704}

Some exclude that possibility:: organizations do not think, only people do

(eden and spender 1998)

Anthropomorphic shift?
Caution

group can engage in organized action without having developed shared belief
Only individual think

(Donnellon 1986)

{Nonaka, 1995 #3289}
“the ‘thinking organization’ is not just a metaphor, (it) refers to an
empirical demonstrable capability of organizations.”

{Schneider, 1993 #4703}

mutual interaction and desire to continue motivate to shared or at least "equivalent" cognitions

Shared
cognitions
may
exist
or not

social processes as the
substrate for the
organizational mind, once
we move to the collective
level of analysis, cognitions
go beyond individual minds

Advocacy

*+{Weick, 1995 #558}

(Glynn et al., 1993; Sandelands & Stablein, 1987)?
high order pattern, without reification of the cognition

{Weick, 1993 #557}

Other claim that individuals are tabula rasa filled with symbolic content residing at collective level
{Stinchcombe, 1990 #3617}

10% of an organization can be removed without disruption, so there's supra cognition
consensus may happen only on framing of issues, but not on content

{Fiol, 1994 #4701}

Mixed
Symbolic may be enough; without requiring all participant to embrace the same beliefs

(Gioia 1994)

{Bartunek, 1984 #4700}
as in information processing approach

Dominant coalition assumption (TMT?)

a bit simplistic?

the patterns of behaviour in organizations establish the physical substrate or the
“hardware” of an organizational mind

organizations
meet three
criteria for
establishing a
mind.

these ideas interact in a complex manner.
such patterns serve as a code or vehicle to represent ideas
*{Walsh, 1995 #546}

patterns of behaviors as the critical unit of analysis

Wegner and Giuliano (1982) : when people think about themselves and one another,
different forms of social awareness may arise, each with a different set of social entities in
tacit awareness

Org
Cogn
Construct

{Moreland, 1996 #4762}
being trained together brings benefits to the group

&Transactive
memory

– team implications for learning {Wegner, 1986 #4282}
Group training improves performance vis-a vis individual
training due to better transactive memory.

*+{Liang, 1995 #4928}

{Turner, 1987 #527}
group phenomena related to prototypes shared among
people who consider themselves members of the social
category
Mechanism

see group polarization

see
Self-Categorization
theory?

organizational categorizations in the context of chief executive officer (CEO) compensation
ex:
{Porac,
1999
#5115}

blending of informational and political forces
boards anchor their comparability judgments within a firm's primary industry
supports the argument that boards' peer definitions center around commonsense industry categories
instrumental and power

however

boards selectively define peers in self-protective ways

Role of technology – enabling cognitively ready solutions than complex information
processing *{Hutchins, 1990 #5176}

*{Hutchins, 1995 #256}

distributed cognition

*{Hutchins, 1990 #5176}

Intellectual teamwork *{Hutchins, 1990 #5176}

Middle ground between too cognitive and too constructivist views- situated learning –
community of practice *{Lave, 1991 #5178}
in particular +{Dutton, 1991 #4825} definition of identity
around an issue determined later action

see Organizational Identity in Self&Id
see culture

Both individual and collective cognition play a role
cognitions of individual members of a collective are important, but their primary
importance lies in the way they influence interaction with other members of the collective
situated learning in a community of practice

*{Lave, 1991 #5178}
Reconciliation?

Situativity
theory
(situated
action)

(Greeno and Moore 1993)
cognitive activities can only be understood as interactions between agents and physical
systems and other people
Influence of cultural system, including artifacts and practices

organizations will always face both the dilemma of
ignorance and the dilemma of ambiguity

(March 2000)
ignorance: interpretation
ambiguity: sense making

i.e.: attribute firm bad performance to CEO/TMT
Could it
be a
fundamental
attribution
error?

May be easier to focus on
within-level, as opposed to
cross-level, effects

*{Walsh, 1995 #546}

*{Walsh, 1995 #546}
ceo may have more effect on subordinate performance than on firm performance

strategy as rational process
is strategy
intentional (SMP s1)

strategy as emergent process

{Mintzberg, 1991 #365; Mintzberg, 1996 #366}

so an alternative model where process=>org cogs=>org outcomes
describes how the meanings attached to strategic issues by decision makers are translated
into organizational responses
meanings attached to strategic issues are imposed by categories that decision makers
employ to describe an issue

*{Dutton, 1987 #147}

Cognitions => org
actions ?

Categories are engaged by using linguistic labels, such as “threat” and “opportunity,”
applied to strategic issues

Nevertheless,
heavily
studied

labels initiate a categorization process , affects the cognitions and motivations of key
decision makers, affect the process and content of organizational action

*{Hambrick, 1984 #226}
{Schneider, 1993 #4703}
{Kiesler, 1982 #4705}; {Miller, 1982 #4706}; {Smart, 1984 #4707}; {Sturdivant, 1985 #4708}
Models (such as *{Dutton, 1987 #147} ) assume perceptual and interpretive processes of top
managers, who are the decision makers, are consequential for determining organizational
level action
indiv cog ->
org
outcomes:
Tricky cross
level

Not always valid

*{Walsh, 1995 #546}

correspondence

1) when organizational behaviour is strongly dominated by a single individual (Walsh & Fahey, 1986);

more
likely to
be valid in
three
types of
circumstances:

2) when the decision making process in
concentrated in the hand of few decision
makers (Fredrickson, 1986)

{Schwenk, 1984 #4299}

3) when there is high degree of consensus among decision makers

{Schwenk, 1984 #4299}

Even more difficult, since org. cog. are not well identified

org. cog. -> org. perf.
see {Fiske, 1984 #170}

{Weick, 1979 #553}

environment and organizations are mutually constructed

since environment contains other firms, inter-org relationships are enacted

goal: "Conceptualize and describe the collective cognitive structure underlying
interorganizational relations" {Porac, 2002 #4554}, p580

heavy emphasis on empirical measure

focused on the demand side of markets
Key
constructs:
industry
belief
system

+{White, 1981 #5030}
{White, 1992 #3761}

market are
social
construction

market are networks of actors bound together in equivocal transactions that are stabilized
by shared assumptions and frames of reference
A "producer" and a "buyer" market
Activities and artifacts are not stable things "out there": informational cues rather
reached when an ontology has "closed" around a product definition

Product
ontologies

Ontological
convergence: social
constructionist analysis
of technological change

{Bijker, 1987 #4449}

{Pinch, 1987 #4454}

After a period of "interpretive flexibility", stabilization

{Garud, 1994 #2692}

market structures
influence attention patterns: "frames of comparability"
(Porac and Thomas, 1990)

create a "cognitive taxonomy"

Boundaries

without a product ontology, industries are chaotic (Garud and Lant 1998)
see (Hodgkinson 1997) for a review of such emergence phenomena
ex: emergence of "cognitive strategic groups" in Chicago banking industry

{Reger, 1993 #3428}

"macro-structures"
"mindsets" (Phillips, 1994)
"recipes" {Spender, 1989 #3596}

also called

collective "strategic concepts" *{Huff, 1990 #254}
Lit rev

Belief types

but focus on the link
between belief and
action, instead of
taking it as granted

Similarity with
learning and
institutional
approach

Industry
recipes

see {Porac, 2002 #4554}, p590

{Spender, 1989 #3596}
sets of construct and
causal beliefs for thinking
strategic problem

Some recipes are fads

*{Porac, 1989 #413}

{Abrahamson, 1996 #2217}
Rankings

Opinions about competencies

Specific inter- org
issues {Porac, 2002
#4554}

consensual business model

(Barley and Kunda, 1992)

lead to a structure into role positions
*+{Zuckerman, 1999 #3832}

Fueled by formal and informal assessment by
press, analyst, rating agencies
Organizational
reputations

{Greve, 2000 #2765}
see (Fombrun 1996) for a review
of research on reputations and
status orderings with industries
Reputations impact
opportunities available, in
particular price

both economic (profitability, ms) and non economic
(visibility) factors shapre perceived status

see (Benjamin and Podolny, 1999) for the effect
in the wine business

Through stories
Enactment process to link those belief types

*+{Weick, 1995 #558}
see {Porac, 2002 #4554} for details of studies

both on the bottom up as well as on the top down belief elements
Connection belief to action
Move from information processing to social construction
see general question about supra individual cognitions

back to "why talk about org cognitions"?

What about
collective
representation?

see (Thompson and Fine, 1999) for a review
More an intellectual predilection than an empirical problem
ratio/treshold to be defined?
more empirical

Contemporary
issues

shift from stable /
consensual belief system
to fragmented one is...
homogeneity vs. pluralism?

connectionist {Fiol, 2002 #4534}
narrative (Czarniawska, 1997)
accounts/stories
in agreement (consensus)
held in common (overlapping)

(Thompson and Fine, 1999):
shared has 3 meanings

*{Hutchins, 1995 #256}

If more responsibility, then more elaborate cognitive map (see Grocery industry study (Hodgkinson 1994)

Role of managers?

Future
research

divided in portions

example appears in the Scottish knitwear industry *{Porac, 1995 #414}

Subdivision, agregation of sub-market

Time effects: diachronic effects

belief evolution is driven by interest of social groups
competing for interpretive dominance
institutions

most inter-org approach recognize role of cognitions

Linkage

learning
ecology

Summary: "industries are enacted fields that are
knitted together by collective beliefs about desirable
product attributes, market structures, appropriate
ways of doing business" {Porac, 2002 #4554}, p593
Symbolic assume affect free
Connectionist do not entanble affect and cognition
Under heavy load of cognition, more emphasis on affect
link cognition and affect to be fully explored
Cognitive recall tend to be mood congruent

*+{Weick, 1995 #558}
see discussion in emotions

"sensemaking involves taking whatever is clear, whether it be a belief [symbolic schema] or
an action [connectionist cue] and linking it with that which is less clear *+{Weick, 1995
#558}

How do symbolic and
connectionist architecture
relate?

Developmental: can system start symbol when simple and small, and move to connectionist with complexity?
Gear switching

fut dir

Automatic and controlled cognitive processes

(louis and Sutton 1991)

Issue of errors: many of them when not noticing to come back to mindfull mode
Indeed, most likely both in parallel

how collective cognitions form and evolve over time
through interaction processes
bring the context back?
Strengthen constructs?

{Reason, 1990 #432}

(czarniawska 1999)

difficult because interaction do not leave traces

{Fiol, 2002 #4534}
for instance, may be difficult to express connectionist through linguistic symbols

{Fiol, 2002 #4534}

idiosyncrasy of the concepts used by different researchers
see learning
{Fiol, 2002 #4534}

how knowledge transfer?

Connectionist: learning happens
through shared experience and facts

language based training may inhibit learning!

Nisbett, Peng, Choi and Norenzayan (2001).
Cognitions may
be culturally
dependent

beliefs about specific aspects of the world
considerable social differences
exist among different cultures,
affecting

their naïve metaphysical systems at a deep level,
their tacit epistemologies, and
even their nature of their cognitive processes –the way by which they know the world.

{Galunic, 2002 #4532}

7. Pop Ecology

6.Cognitive

08. Culture

PDE?

{Hannan, 2005 #5725}

*{DiMaggio, 1997 #5409}

15. group performance

culture and cognition

see sensemaking as a factor of performance, or lack of collapse of perf *+{Weick, 1993 #556}

Baum Articles
OT articles?: s7
SMP articles?: s?
{Bae, 2001 #4525}
{Barbulescu, 2004 #4604}

Sources

To Scan macro

FSO articles
OT Classics Otts summaries?
Mary Jo Hatch?
Chong articles summaries ?
Mortensen articles summaries ?
Chong Notes
Krollag Notes on key articles

based on {Battilana, 2004 #4527} / {Lant, 2002 #4544}
rartionality: see crozier-friedberg in Agreg

cognitions_ot.mmap - 08/12/2005 - Fabrice Cavarretta

{Fiol, 2002 #4534}

move from controlled to automatic may happen under heavy load

